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Abstract
Epithelial organisation and integrity are crucial for the compartmentalisation of an
organism and its organs and the regulation of information and energy flow. During
early tissue morphogenesis, epithelial cells undergo a transition from a very dynamic
and highly proliferative mesenchymal-like state to an immotile quiescent epithelial
state. During this process cellular polarity changes from rear-front to apical-basal;
a process essential for epithelial function.
We are interested in the origin of cell cycle correlations during this process and in
the mechanism leading to their desynchronisation. We therefore quantify cell cycle
correlations on the tissue level over several generations both in vitro and in silico.
Furthermore, we consider their impact on cell migration during tissue morphogen-
esis. We use Madin-Darby Canine Kidney (MDCK-2) cells as an in vitro model
for epithelial tissue morphogenesis and study cell cycle dynamics and cell migration
by fluorescence time-lapse microscopy, automated image analysis, and single cell
tracking.
We determine the narrow distribution of cell cycle periods at low cell density as the
cause of the cell cycle correlations. A progressive desynchronisation occurs with each
generation of cell divisions. At higher cell density, the desynchronisation process
is further accelerated by contact inhibition of proliferation (CIP), resulting in a
broadening of the cell cycle period distribution. We suggest that this growth control
mechanism ensures the establishment and homeostasis of the emergent epithelial
monolayer. Furthermore, we describe a mathematical model for free proliferation at
low cell density. Our model confirms the origin of the cell cycle correlations and their
progressive desynchronisation and predicts a stationary cell age distribution in case
of unlimited growth. Finally, we quantify patterns of cell migration. We observe
collective rotations of cell colonies at low cell density and find that changes in this
behaviour correlate with mitoses. On the tissue level, synchronous cell divisions
therefore involve perturbations of collective migration.
Taken together, we conclude that cell cycle correlations in epithelial tissue devel-
opment are a transient phenomenon and that cells progressively desynchronise by
two independent mechanisms, one of stochastic nature, the other one due to contact
inhibition of proliferation. In vitro, synchronous cell divisions during early tissue
morphogenesis are capable of disturbing tissue morphodynamics, in particular the
patterns of collective migration.
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Zusammenfassung
Die Integrität von Epithelien ist von essentieller Bedeutung für die Kompartimentali-
sierung von Organismen und ihren Organen, sowie die Regulierung von Informations-
und Energietransport. Während der frühen Gewebemorphogenese gehen Epithelzel-
len von einem sehr dynamischen und proliferativen Verhalten über zu einem ruhen-
den epithelischen Gewebe. Im Zuge dessen ändert sich die für das Funktionieren
des Epithels grundlegende zelluläre Architektur: So besteht anfangs eine Polarität
zwischen hinteren und vorderen, später zwischen apikalen und basalen Pol.
Während dieses Übergangs verlaufen Zellzyklen über mehrere Generationen syn-
chron zueinander. Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit untersuchen wir den Ursprung dieser
Zellzykluskorrelationen und den Mechanismus der darauﬀolgenden Desynchronisie-
rung, sowie deren Auswirkung auf die Zellmigration. Dazu quantifizieren wir die
Zellzykluskorrelationen auf der Gewebeebene sowohl in vitro als auch in silico. Le-
bende Madin-Darby Canine Kidney (MDCK-2) Zellen dienen als in vitro Modell für
die Morphogenese eines Epithels. Wir untersuchen die Dynamik von Zellzyklen und
Zellmigration mittels Fluoreszenzmikroskopie, automatisierter Bildanalyse und dem
Verfolgen einzelner Zellen über ihre gesamte Lebensdauer.
Als Ursache der Zellzykluskorrelationen ermitteln wir die schmale Verteilung der
Zellzyklusdauern. Mit jeder Generation von Zellteilungen findet eine progressive
Desynchronisierung statt. Bei höherer Zelldichte wird die Desynchronisierung durch
das Auftreten der Kontaktinhibition der Proliferierung beschleunigt, indem sie zu
einer Verbreiterung der Verteilung der Zellzyklusdauern führt. Wir legen nahe, dass
dieser Wachstumskontrollmechanismus die Entstehung und Homöostase der emer-
genten epithelialen Zellmonoschicht fördert. Zusätzlich entwickeln wir ein mathe-
matisches Modell, das die freie Zellproliferation bei niedriger Zelldichte beschreibt
und den Ursprung der Zellzykluskorrelationen sowie ihre progressive Desynchroni-
sierung bestätigt. Es sagt außerdem eine stationäre Altersverteilung im Falle unein-
geschränkten Wachstums voraus. Schließlich quantifizieren wir auftretende Muster
im Migrationsverhalten der Zellen. Bei niedriger Zelldichte beobachten wir kollektive
Rotationen und dass Änderungen dieses Verhaltens mit Mitosen korrelieren.
Zusammenfassend stellen wir fest, dass Zellzykluskorrelationen in der Morphoge-
nese von Epithelgewebe nur vorübergehend auftreten und durch zwei unabhängige
Mechanismen aufgehoben werden: Die stochastische Verbreiterung der Generatio-
nen einerseits und die Auswirkungen der Kontaktinhibition bei hohen Zelldichten
andererseits. Außerdem zeigt sich, dass synchrone Zellteilungen während der frühen
Morphogenese Einfluss auf die Muster kollektiver Zellmigration nehmen.
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Preface
In this chapter I aim to give a personal view on the nature of biological systems by
revealing several concepts and studies concerning the reductionism-holism debate in
biology [Mazzocchi (2012)].
Wondering about the origins of life, Walker & Davies (2013) analysed the causal
structure of living systems. They propose that the emergence of downward causa-
tion, i.e. the fact that in complex systems entities on hierarchically higher levels
of organisation can determine the dynamics on lower levels, was a useful milestone
by which living systems could be distinguished from non-living ones. Campbell had
pointed out earlier that this concept is relevant in biology [in Ayala & Dobzhansky
(1974)].
familiar with the basic ideas on multi-level control ever
since Claude Bernard formulated the concept of control
of the internal environment in his book Introduction a`
l’e´tude de la me´decine expe´rimentale in 1865 [32] and
Walter B. Cannon developed the idea of homeostasis
inThewisdom of the Body in 1932 [33]. So, how hasmain-
stream biology tended to ignore it, as has physiology also
with some exceptions, for example Guyton’s modelling of
the circulation [34]? I think the main culprit here has
been neo-Darwinism and particularly the populariza-
tions of this theory as a purely gene-centric view [31].
The essential idea of gene-centric theories is what I
have called the differential view of the relationships
between genes and phenotypes [35–38]. The idea is essen-
tial in the sense that it excludes alternative theories by
arguing that what matters in evolutionary terms are
changes in the genotype that are reflected in changes in
phenotype. Selection of the phenotype is therefore,
according to this logic, fundamentally equivalent to selec-
tion of particular genes (or, more strictly, gene alleles).
This view might have been appropriate for a time when
genes were regarded as hypothetical entities defined as
differential equations
boundary conditions 
initial
conditions output
initial conditions for
next integration step 
Figure 3. Many models of biological systems consist of differential equations for the kinetics of each component. These equations
cannot give a solution (the output) without setting the initial conditions (the state of the components at the time at which the
simulation begins) and the boundary conditions. The boundary conditions define what constraints are imposed on the system by
its environment and can therefore be considered as a form of downward causation. This diagram is highly simplified to represent
what we actually s lve mathematically. In reality, boundar conditio s ar also involved in determining initial conditions and the
output parameters can also influence the boundary conditions, while they in turn are also the initial conditions for a further
period of integration of the equations. As with the diagrams (see §§2 and 5) of levels in biological systems, the arrows are not
really unidirectional. The dotted arrows complete the diagram to show that the output contributes to the boundary
conditions (although not uniquely), and determines the initial conditions for the next integration step.
genes
proteins and RNAs
protein and RNA networks
sub-cellular machinery
cells
tissues
organs
organism
higher level
triggers of
cell signalling 
higher level
controls of
gene
expression  
protein machinery
selects, reads and
corrects genes  
Figure 4. The completion of figure 1 with various forms of downward causation that regulates lower level components in biological
systems. In addition to the controls internal to the organism, we also have to take account of the influence of the environment on
all the levels (not shown in this diagram). Adapted from Noble [1, fig. 2]. Causation is, therefore, two-way, although this is not
best represented by making each arrow two-way. A downward form of causation is not a simple reverse form of upward causation.
It is better seen as completing a feedback circuit, as the examples discussed in the text show.
Review. Theory of biological relativity D. Noble 59
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Figure 0.1.: Upward and downward causation in biological systems. Upward point-
ing arrows represent causalities in the reductionist view. Downward pointing ar-
rows indicate diﬀerent feedback mechanisms, where entities on emergently higher
levels influence processes on the constituting lower levels [Noble (2011)].
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Based on insights gained from a mathematical model of the human heart that showed
the necessity of downward causation for proper functioning on the lower levels, Noble
(2011) proposed a theory of biological relativity to relax the classical reductionism
(Fig. 0.1). Today, it is possible to follow this systemic view via multiscale modelling
and the integration of experimental data from molecular up to environmental scales
[Qu et al. (2011)].
Other examples of downward causation in biological systems range from epigenetics
to psychosomatic medicine. On occasion of Darwin’s 200th birthday, Mattick (2009)
discussed the possibility of inheritance of learnt features by RNA-directed epigene-
tic mechanisms. Benedetti (2008) showed, how placebo eﬀects take eﬀect from the
psychosocial level of an individuum down to the molecular level.
Mechanical feedback, as proposed by Shraiman (2005), is one possible mechanism
by which larger structures such as tissues may control the dynamic behaviour of the
constituting smaller elements such as cells. Mechanosensitive protein complexes are
capable of translating mechanical into chemical signals and vice versa, thereby gov-
erning cellular behaviours like growth, proliferation, and migration [Lecuit (2010),
Ingber (2008) and Schwarz (2004)]. They are prime candidates on the molecular
level for executing phenomena such as the substrate stiﬀness-dependent diﬀerentia-
tion of mesenchymal stem cells into diverse cell types, as described by Engler et al.
(2006).
In our work, we use cell density as a read-out for the state of the micromechanical
environment and correlate it with cellular parameters such as motility and prolif-
eration. In this respect, we investigate a feedback mechanism from the tissue scale
onto the sub-cellular machinery.
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1. Introduction
This chapter gives at first a general introduction to epithelial tissues and their signif-
icance in physiology and disease of metazoans. The second part introduces our cell
line model. Third and fourth part provide an introduction on cellular proliferation
and motility, respectively, and describe our current knowledge of these phenomena
(i) on the single cell level and (ii) in the tissue context and (iii) considering special
cases relevant to the work presented in this thesis. The fifth part summarises a
selection of computational models of tissue growth. Finally we summarise what will
be shown in this dissertation.
1.1. Epithelial tissues
Evolutionary, epithelia are the the oldest type of cellular tissue. The first simple
multicellular organisms consisted of two-dimensional and often folded sheets of ep-
ithelial cells [Baum et al. (2008)]. About 600 million years ago, gastrulation evolved,
a milestone in the history of life. During this process, a group of cells invaginates
from the blastula, a hollow sphere of epithelial cells, and detaches from its tissue
network. Eventually, gastrulation leads to the separation of the three germ layers
that give rise to all cell types of animal tissues: endoderm, mesoderm and ectoderm.
From these three layers a much greater variety of tissue and organ types could evolve,
giving rise to the complexity found in metazoan organisms. Today we classify the
tissues that constitute metazoans into four types: Epithelial, muscle, nervous and
connective tissue, each one highly specialised in morphology and function [Thiery
& Sleeman (2006) and Shook & Keller (2003)].
In modern metazoans, epithelial tissues cover the surfaces of organs and cavities.
Thus, their proper functioning is responsible for the regulated transport of nutrients,
signaling molecules, and waste, as well as for the protection of the organism and its
organs. Fig. 1.1 shows diﬀerent kinds of epithelia and their functions in the human
body.
In the kidney, simple cuboidal epithelial cells, which we use for our experiments
(sec. 1.2), line the tubules, which constitue the nephrons, which in turn are the
functional units of a kidney. These epithelial cells are responsible for the regulation
of the ion content in the bood, the absorption of sugar from the blood, and water
retention from the urine [Marieb & Mitchell (2009)].
13
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An epithelium can have quite diverse morphologies, ranging from monolayered or
multilayered two-dimensional sheets to branched tubular networks. In the fully
diﬀerentiated state, diﬀerent types of cell-cell junctions are a common feature of
epithelial tissues, resulting in a strong cohesion of the tissue and the two-dimensional
functionality based on its apicobasal polarity. Furthermore, epithelia can exhibit
planar cell polarity (PCP), i.e. an orientation of structures within the tissue plane
[Wang et al. (2012), Nelson & Bissell (2006) and Hagios et al. (1998)].
Figure 1.1.: Epithelial tissues and their functions, covering surfaces of organs
and cavities in the human body. The common feature of epithelia is their 2-
dimensional funtionality of seperating an inside from an outside and regulating
transport of nutrients, signaling molecules and waste [Marieb & Mitchell (2009)].
Another reason for the intense studies of epithelia is comes from the notion that
more than 90 % of all human cancers are of epithelial origin, as found by three
studies in Denmark between 1943 and 1967 [Cairns (1975)].
Processes in which well diﬀerentiated epithelial cells adopt a more motile and less
connected, mesenchymal-like phenotype are called epithelial-mesenchymal transis-
tions (EMT) and are observed not only during gastrulation but also in disease. They
14
1.1 Epithelial tissues
are thought to play an important role in the progression of metastasising carcinoma,
i.e. epithelial cancers [Nisticò et al. (2012) and Levayer & Lecuit (2008)]. This idea
originates from the ’seed and soil’ hypothesis formulated by the surgeon Stephen
Paget in 1889. From observations of the frequency of secondary cancers in patients
he derived the idea that cancerous cells - the seeds - detach from their normal tis-
sues and migrate through vessels to distant organs, where they settle down and
metastasize only in organs favouring their growth - the soil [Fidler (2003)].
However, Christiansen & Rajasekaran (2006) collected several examples of metas-
tasizing cells that only partially underwent an EMT, suggesting that EMT is not
a necessary precondition for cancer progression (Fig. 1.2). Moreover, Bergstralh &
St Johnston (2012) showed that in Drosophila the distorted cell division of an ep-
ithelial cell - leading to the extrusion of one daughter cell - is not suﬃcient for it to
leave the compound structure and become malignant, but immediately is fixed.
In more detail the EMT scenario of cancer progression now looks as follows (Fig. 1.2):
The expression of matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) leads to an increased invasive-
ness of clusters of epithelial-like cells, which enter the surrounding extracellular ma-
trix (ECM). Decreased cohesiveness via the degradation of cell-cell junctions such
as E-Cadherin-dependent adherence junctions promotes excessive proliferation and
again invasiveness. A further transformation towards the mesenchymal phenotype in
some cases completes the EMT. According to Christiansen & Rajasekaran (2006), in
all these phases clusters of cells or single cells can become malignant, travel through
vessels to distant organs and, if conditions are suitable for them to attach, form sec-
ondary tumors and possibly undergo the reverse process, an mesenchymal-epithelial
transition (MET).
SIP-1-mediated down-regulation of E-cadherin, yet allow other
Smad-independent molecular changes to occur. Such a phenom-
enon has been described in skin carcinomas, which frequently
exhibit decreased TGF-h receptor II expression. Expression of a
dominant negative form of TGF-h receptor II within the
epidermal cells of a transgenic mouse model abrogated Smad-
dependent signaling in response to TGF-h. Epidermal cells
retained expression of E-cadherin, which was complexed with
catenins at the plasma membrane. In spite of E-cadherin
expression and EMT abrogation, these cells achieved an invasive
and metastatic phenotype associated with TGF-h-dependent
modulation of RhoA and activation of MAPK (69).
Furthermore, molecular alterations that result in constitutive
activation of downstream effectors in a signal transduction
cascade may promote some properties of EMT without eliciting
a complete transition to a mesenchymal phenotype. Activation of
downstream MAPK signaling can enhance the motility and
invasiveness of the EpH4 cell line. These cells are polarized and
nontumorigenic with many morphologic and physiologic charac-
teristics of normal mammary epithelial cells. However, EpH4 cells
expressing constitutively activated MEK1 produced highly invasive
and vascularized tumors that frequently metastasized when
implanted into mice. These changes involved expression of
proliferation genes and MMPs, which are up-regulated in several
solid tumors. Whereas these cells exhibited many changes
associated with EMT, such as remodeling of the actin cytoskeleton,
increased motility, and redistribution of h-catenin and ZO-1 away
from sites of cell-cell contact, there was no reduction in the levels
of E-cadherin or keratin-18 expression, nor was there any
induction of mesenchymal markers, such as smooth muscle actin
or vimentin (70).
Virally encoded oncogenes such as v-Src and v-Ras may also
activate signal transduction pathways that elicit phenotypic
changes associated with partial EMT. Expression of these
oncogenes in MDCK cells resulted in some mesenchymal properties
(71). Interestingly, expression of v-Src in a colorectal carcinoma–
derived cell line resulted in anchorage-independent growth and
increased motility and invasiveness; however, these cells required
activation of a second signaling pathway to obtain a complete
mesenchymal phenotype. Incubation with tumor necrosis factor a
exacerbated the motility and invasiveness of these cells and resulted
in cell scattering and the down-regulation of E-cadherin (72).
RhoA is another potential target that could promote some
mesenchymal characteristics. The temporal and spatial regulation
of RhoA can mediate actin cytoskeleton organization, filapodia
formation, and cell polarity (43, 73). Aberrant regulation of RhoA
Figure 2. Epithelial to malignant transition encompasses a wide range of metastatic phenotypes. During the progression of invasive and metastatic carcinoma, normal
epithelial cells can adopt increased invasiveness yet retain well-differentiated morphology and cohesiveness. These cells can invade surrounding tissue and
metastasize by collective migration. Loss of intercellular cohesion via incomplete EMT would increase metastatic potential, as would a full conversion to a mesenchymal
phenotype. Following invasion or distal metastasis, cells that have undergone progressive steps of epithelial to malignant transition can also revert to a well-
differentiated epithelial phenotype.
Is EMT Required for Cancer Metastasis?
www.aacrjournals.org 8323 Cancer Res 2006; 66: (17). September 1, 2006
 American Association for Cancer Research Copyright © 2006 
 on January 22, 2013cancerres.aacrjournals.orgDownloaded from 
DOI:10.1158/0008-5472.CAN-06-0410
Figure 1.2.: Tumorigenesis, adopted from Christiansen & Rajasekaran (2006). Ep-
ithelial cells detach from their tissue as groups or as individual cells, after partial
or complete epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) and via transport through
vessels reach distant organs, where secondary tumors can form. Eventually cells
revert to an epithelial phenotype again (MET).
Each of the steps described above is governed by the interplay of complex signaling
networks and physical properties of the system [Tanos & Rodriguez-Boulan (2008)
15
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and Thiery & Sleeman (2006)].
To study some aspects of EMT and its inverse, MET, in vitro, there are two
widely used experimental setups.
The scratch-wound assay simulates a wound healing process, in which the wounding
is initiated by scratching an epithelial cell layer or by removing a barrier at the
edge of a confluent tissue. Subsequently, it can be observed how cells exit contact
inhibition of proliferation (sec. 1.3), re-enter the cell cycle and fill the open space
[Trepat et al. (2009), Garcia-Fernandez et al. (2009), Bindschadler & McGrath
(2007) and Poujade et al. (2007)].
A model for MET is the transition of epithelial cells growing from an initially
mesenchymal-like phase of low cell density into a polarised epithelium (see next
section) [Zegers et al. (2003)].
16
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1.2. Cell line model MDCK-2
Our model system is the Madin-Darby Canine Kidney cell line MDCK-2, which is a
widely used model for studying epithelial biology. These cells were initially derived
from the kidney of a normal adult female cocker spaniel in September 1958 by S.H.
Madin and N.B. Darbin [Gaush et al. (1966)] and subsequently subcloned to yield
a more homogeneous cell population with epithelial characteristics. MDCK cells
are immortal, i.e. they proliferate over infinite generations, if nutrient and growth
factor conditions are appropriate. In contrast to some cancer cell lines, they exhibit
contact inhibition of proliferation (CIP), which is a form of growth control at high
cell densities and will be explained in sec. 1.3.
Seeded on a two-dimensional substrate at low density, i.e. significantly before
confluence, MDCK cells show high motility and proliferation rate, i.e. a rather
mesenchymal-like behaviour (left image in Fig. 1.3). After several generations of cell
divisions and therefore an increase in cell density, their behaviour changes dramat-
ically. The cell collective becomes epithelial in terms of motility, proliferation and
polarity, wich now distinguishes the basal from the apical side of the cells (right
image in Fig. 1.3). The dynamics of this transition will be further described in
later sections of this introduction and a contribution is given by our results (see
chapter 2).
Figure 1.3.: MDCK-2 cells, grown on a glass surface. Within two weeks the cells
develop from a very motile state with high proliferation rate and rear-front polarity
(left side) into an epithelium, charcterised by low motility and proliferation rate
and a basal-apical polarity (right side). Insets: Schematic rear-front polarity (left)
and basal-apical polarity (right) adopted from Thiery & Sleeman (2006).
Following the development of a colony of MDCK cells into high density, i.e. post
confluence, and the associated arrest of proliferation, these cells diﬀerentiate into
a functional epithelium, that carries out the transport of bulk from the apical to
17
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the basal side. In case cells are grown on an impermeable substrate, this leads to
the formation of domes, which are hemicysts lifting themselves above the epithelial
plane until they collapse. The resulting hole in the tissue is subsequently repaired by
increased proliferation of neighbouring cells. This eﬀect also depends on the strength
of adhesion between the cells and the substrate and can be chemically inhibited or
promoted [Thomas et al. (1982) and Rabito et al. (1980)].
Misfeldt et al. (1976) characterised the transepithelial transport of water and ions
by measuring flux and resulting electrical potential. Tanner et al. (1983) described a
physical model, concerning geometry and forces of the domes and Hoh & Schoenen-
berger (1994) measured mechanical properties of MDCK monolayers using atomic
force microscopy (AFM).
Elia & Lippincott-Schwartz (2001) describe the culturing of MDCK cells in a three-
dimensional environment mimicking the extracellular matrix (ECM). Here the same
cells behave very diﬀerent compared to the two-dimensional setup and form spherical
cysts, in which the apical side of a monolayer of polarized cells points towards the
hollow lumen [Schwartz & Chen (2013) and Zegers et al. (2003)].
For our work we used clones of the MDCK-2 cell line with fluorescently labeled his-
tones growing on a two-dimensional glass surface (chapter 5, materials & methods).
We now look bottom-up into details of cellular mechanisms concerning proliferation
and motility in individual cells and in the tissue context.
18
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1.3. Proliferation
In this section we consider basic aspects of the eukaryotic cell cycle, ranging from the
molecular level to regulation of proliferation in the tissue and organismal context.
The Cell Cycle
The biological cell is the smallest known unit of biochemical life and is capable of
energy and information management and self-reproduction [Cooper & Hausmann
(2008)]. Signaling networks integrate various inputs and regulate the transitions
between fundamental cellular functions such as cell growth and proliferation, cell
survival and death, cellular motility (sec. 1.4), and terminal diﬀerentiation, i.e. the
change in gene expression patterns leading to the fully specialized and growth-
arrested state of a cell, in which it carries out its physiological functions [Lecuit
& Goﬀ (2007)].
1.1 Learning from single cells 3
Figure 1.1: Cell Cycle Control. The
4 phases of the cell cycle are subject
to control of molecular signalling.
Progression in the cell cycle, that
rotates from G1 over S, G2 to M
is controlled by checkpoints, where
progression can become arrested or
continue, depending on the provided
information. Most important check-
points are found at the interface of
the phases, where essential aspects
such as damage or proper replica-
tion of DNA are probed. Taken from
[Alberts08].
bacteria to meters in for instance neurons [Phillips09].
1.1.1 Regulation of cell division
The time between birth and division of a cell is called cell cycle and its control is
central to the prevention of overgrowth in tissues. It is subdivided into four parts,
with gap phases called G1 and G2 separating the phase of DNA synthesis called
S-phase from the phase where the actual division is conducted, called M -phase.
Specific signals are required for the transition from one phase in the cell cycle to
another. Numerous such check-points controlling the continuation of the cell cycle
such as G1 to S or G2 to M -phase, where for instance a check for damage of the
genetic code is performed, exist [Alberts08]. There is a large range of time scales
that cells take to complete the cell cycle, ranging from fast division on the scale of
minutes in the early Drosophila embryo to days also depending on the availability of
nutrients or temperature.
One control strategy is provided by contact inhibition of proliferation, where cells
cease division and become immobile due to an increased cell density independent
of nutrient abundance [Abercrombie67, Castor68, Abercrombie70, Martz72]. When
contact inhibited, cells leave the cell cycle and enter another gap phase called G0,
Figure 1.4.: The cell cycle and its checkpoints
Proliferating cells traverse through the phases gap 1 (G1), DNA synthesis (S),
gap 2 (G2) and mitosis (M), passing by several checkpoints at which internal and
external parameters are being monitored. [Alberts et al. (2007)]
19
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One of a cell’s most obvious features is therefore the cell cycle, which describes
the diﬀerent phases preceding cell division (Fig. 1.4).
The eukaryotic cell cycle is controlled by cyclins, which are proteins that cyclically
accumulate and degrade during the cell cycle. They activate cyclin-dependent ki-
nases (CDKs), which in turn activate or inhibit processes required to drive each cell
cycle phase. A proliferating cell traverses the cell cycle through the phases G1 (gap
1), S (DNA synthesis), G2 (gap 2) and M (mitosis and cell division). Upon terminal
diﬀerentiation cells enter the resting phase (G0, not shown in figure); this step is
often induced by reduced growth factor signaling and is in some cases reversible
[Nurse (2000)].
In metazoans, where cells are embedded in tissues and organs, cell cycle control is
extremely important to prevent excessive proliferation. At each checkpoint, internal
(e.g. quality of DNA, cell size) and external parameters (e.g. availability of nutrients
and growth factors, mechanical properties of the microenvironment) are evaluated
before executing the next steps in the cell cycle program (Fig. 1.4) [Alberts et al.
(2007)].
Contact Inhibition of Proliferation
In particular, the checkpoint before the G1-S-phase transition (Start Checkpoint in
Fig. 1.4), which is also called ’restriction point’ in animals, is of major importance
for tissue homeostasis. In cultured cell collectives the phenomenon that causes cells
to exit the cell cycle before they overcome the restriction point is called ’contact
inhibtion of proliferation’ (CIP, Fig. 1.5). Cancer cells are often characterized by
a loss of CIP. However, this term is misleading, since it requires more than cell-
cell contacts, i.e. the tight association of transmembrane proteins of neighbouring
cells, to induce CIP. Instead, additional parameters like cell size, cell shape, and
mechanical constraints have an influence on a cell’s proliferation behaviour [Puliafito
et al. (2012)].
The decrease of cellular motility [Abercrombie & Heaysman (1953)] and the
growth arrest of non-cancerous cultured fibroblasts following the establishment of
cell-cell contacts [Abercrombie & Heaysman (1954)] was first described in the 1950s.
In the 1960s, Castor performed growth experiments and employed the scratch-wound
assay to study proliferation control in several epithelial-like cell lines (1S1, 3T3, and
3C4) as well as in cancer cell lines (1S13 and HeLa) [Castor (1968)]. By using
time-lapse microscopy, Castor observed a decrease in cellular volumes after the cell
collective had reached confluence, i.e. complete coverage of the substrate surface by
cells. He also described a high proliferation rate in the leading edge of the wounded
tissue while it was invading free space.
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Figure 1.5.: Contact inhibition of proliferation following confluence in non-
cancerous cell culture (top, cf. Fig. 1.3); in contrast, many cancerous cells (bot-
tom) proliferate excessively leading to a piling up of cells. [Takai et al. (2008)]
Castor suggested that CIP is simply regulated by the cells’ changing surface and
therefore by their ability to uptake growth stimulating substances. He found a
characteristic mitotic density curve, which showed that the proliferation rate of non-
cancerous cells starts decreasing immediately after reaching confluence. Interestingly
cellular motility decreased already at lower cell densities. In contrast, cancerous cell
lines do not exhibit a decrease in motility and proliferation rate drops only at much
higher cell densities [Castor (1972)].
In a recent study, our group and collaborators showed a strong correlation between
cell areas, A, and cell division times, T(A), within the confluent regime of growing
colonies of MDCK-2 cells (sec. 1.2). Cell area-dependent division times were calcu-
lated using a model that is based on the temporal change of cell area distributions,
P(A,t), due to cell divisions:
∂P (A, t)
∂t
= 2 · P (2A, t)
T (2A) −
P (A, t)
T (A) (1.1)
The two terms on the right hand side describe the change in number of cells having
the area A. The first term represents cells having the area 2A and dividing with a
rate of 1/T(2A) into 2 cells of area A, and the second term represents cells having
the area A and dividing with a rate of 1/T(A) into 2 cells of area of A/2. Fig. 1.6
shows the evolution of area distributions over time and the derived division times
[Puliafito et al. (2012)].
CIP also plays a role in vivo, especially in embryonic development, organ size
control, and tissue regeneration, and loss of CIP is a hallmark of cancer (sec. 1.1).
In mammals, E-cadherin, a transmembrane protein involved in cell-cell contacts,
activates the Hippo pathway, a signalling pathway that inhibits proliferation. A
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Figure 1.6.: Cell area-dependence of division times in cultured MDCK-2 cells [Pu-
liafito et al. (2012)]. A: Post-confluent cell area distributions P(A) over 2 weeks.
B) Division times T(A), derived from data in A using Eq.1.1, show a strong in-
crease for cell areas A < 200µm2
homolog pathway is known in Drosophila [Zhao et al. (2011)]. Using micropatterned
substrates of well defined sizes Wada et al. (2011) showed that cell shape is another
important factor in the regulation of the Hippo pathway and proposed the model
shown in Fig. 1.7.
Figure 1.7.: Model of density- and cell shape-dependent regulation of the Hippo
pathway and downstream phosphorylation of Yap, eventually leading to an arrest
of cell proliferation. Modified from Wada et al. (2011).
At higher cell densities cell-cell adhesions strengthens and cells undergo a transition
from a flat morphology with more stress fibers to a round morphology with less
stress fibers. Cell adhesions promote the phosphorylation of Yap via a signaling
cascade involving Fat, Merlin (Mer), Expanded (Ex), Mst/Hippo, and Lat. Lats in
turn phosphorylates the major downstream eﬀector Yes-associated protein (YAP).
Upon phosphorylation, nuclear YAP relocalises to the cytoplasm, where it is unable
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to promote cell proliferation and thereby leads to cell cycle arrest [Kim et al. (2011)
and Morrison et al. (2001)].
In addition Wada et al. (2011) showed that the increased presence of stress fibers
inhibits the Hippo pathway upstream of or at the level of Lats, which is consistent
with other findings that not cell-cell contacts alone trigger CIP, but increased cell
density leading to the rounding of cells is another required condition.
Basan et al. (2010) designed a reaction-diﬀusion model for the system comprising
E-cadherin, α- and β-catenin to describe CIP. The model is based on the assumption
that there is a competition between α-catenin-β-catenin complexes (in case of motile
cells with branching actin networks) and α-dimers (in case of confluent cells with
β-catenin-E-cadherin complexes in cell-cell contacts).
A process akin to CIP seems to be present in fission yeast, where in response to
hydrostatic pressure the G2 cell cycle phase is delayed, and this eﬀect is independent
of cell size, cytokinesis and DNA damage [George et al. (2007)].
Proliferation Patterns
In this section we review how cell divisions happen to cluster in space and time
during tissue growth.
Koch (1980) analysed the nature of cell cycle variations in mouse cell lines and in
the bacterium Staphylococcus albus to show that they cannot be explained by a
combination of a constant cycle duration and the influence of a single chance event
with constant probability. Investigating cell cycle distributions in budding yeast,
Talia et al. (2007) proved that one contribution to cell cycle variability originates
from molecular noise in gene expression that is responsible for driving the cell cycle.
In addition they assume a size-sensing module to allow for a compensation of variable
growth rates.
Based on their study in Chinese hamster ovary cells, Darzynkiewicz et al. (1982)
suggest a mechanism of cell cycle desynchronisation due to asymmetric cell division
in the sense that metabolic cytoplasmic constituents are not distributed equally
among the daughter cells and hypothesize that an equalisation point arrests cells in
the cell cycle until a critical RNA content is attained.
Milán et al. (1996) studied proliferation patterns in the imaginal wing primordium
of Drosophila melanogaster and found that clusters of neighbouring cells were in the
same cell cycle phase. Similarly, Cai et al. (1997) measured the cell cycle variability
in diﬀerent regions of the embryonic mouse cortex and found that it is less than 10%.
A promising approach was used in the study by Chiorino et al. (2001). Starting
with cultured human cancer cells that exhibited synchronous cell cycle progressions
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they analysed the progress of their desynchronisation by assessing the mean and
standard deviation of their cell cycle durations [see also Khaladi & Arino (2000)
and Arino & Sánchez (1997)].
We assume that, under conditions that promote maximal cell proliferation, cells
generally traverse the cell cycle more or less regularly. Whenever the distribution of
cell cycle periods for a specific cell type has a finite width, which is smaller than its
mean, clustering of dividing cells would occur locally in space and time, as found
in the studies mentioned above. In chapter 2 we present our study using the non-
cancerous cell line MDCK-2 to further investigate the causes of theses cell cycle
correlations and the mechanisms leading to their desynchronisation.
Division axis orientation
In the previous sections we concentrated on the question as of how growth is regu-
lated during epithelial tissue morphogenesis and how cells decide whether and when
to divide. In order to adopt their correct architecture, developing tissues also have
to ensure that cells end up at the correct position within the tissue. Therefore,
another factor of great impact is the orientation of division axes (Fig. 1.8) [Lecuit &
Goﬀ (2007)].
in a single framework of morphogenesis. We first focus on how cell
division and cell death control tissue growth. We then detail how the
mechanics of cell shape and division underlie tissue shape. Finally, we
discuss how feedback mechanisms may orchestrate tissue size and
shape.
Tissue growth: to die, to survive, to divide
Tissue growth can be best studied in the Drosophila developing adult
tissues called imaginal discs. Imaginal discs are epithelial layers grow-
ing from about 40 cells to 50,000 cells in 4 days of continued divi-
sions. Although this massive increase in cell number and tissue mass
is under organismal control as far as the provision of the necessary
energy input is concerned, the control of tissue size is intrinsic to the
disc. Proper tissue size is not reached by counting cells: changes in cell
size often yield compensatory modifications in cell number, thereby
maintaining tissue size1,2. This suggests that tissue dimensions (size
or mass) may be measured.
Cell competition and apoptosis. Tissue-level control of tissue size is
manifest in the process of cell competition discovered 30 yr ago3,4,
whereby faster growing cells can out-compete slow-growing cells
(Fig. 2c). For example, wild-type clones can take over entire com-
partments initially occupied by slow-growing cells heterozygous for
the Minute (M) mutations in genes encoding ribosomal proteins.
Myc is another major regulator of cell competition, with as little as
tw fold hanges in Myc expr ssi being nough to trigger over-
growth of ce ls and com etitio with surrounding wild-type cells5,6.
The cellular mechanisms und rlying competition are only starting
to be unravelled. To some extent, fast cells may compete with slow
cells for limited amount of survival signals provided by the trans-
forming growth factor (TGF)-b/BMP (bonemorphogenetic protein)
molecule Decapentaplegic (Dpp)7. There is no consensus, however,
on the exact importance of Dpp in the competition process5,6.
Competition also involves apoptotic elimination of the slow cells
and their engulfment by the fast-growing cells8. The stress-response
pathway mediated by Jun N-terminal kinase (JNK)7 and the pro-
apoptotic genes hid (also called Wrinkled) and rpr5,6 were shown to
be involved in the apoptosis of the out-competed cells. The link
between cell competition and tissue size is manifest in the following
set of experiments: uniform expression ofmyc, where no competition
occurs, causes tissue overgrowth, whereas mosaic expression ofmyc,
which triggers competition, leaves size unchanged, indicating that
the out-competed cells buffer the overgrowth ofmyc-overexpressing
cells. Consistent with this, mosaic expression of myc results in tissue
overgrowth when cell competition is reduced by blocking apoptosis.
Another notable observation indicates that cell competition in a
wild-type tissue buffers variations in tissue size5.
Control of cell division. Control of tissue size also involves a regu-
lation of cell division. Two remarkable properties of cell division in
imaginal discs are that it is random but uniform across the discs and
that it ceases uniformly when correct disc proportions are attained.
Two models have been proposed to explain scale invariance in grow-
ing tissues. One model emphasizes the role of local communications
between cells with different positional values to drive intercalary
growth9. These communications could be mediated by the cell adhe-
sion molecule Fat, an activator of the Hippo pathway that controls
cell proliferation (reviewed in ref. 10). Alternatively, long-range sig-
nalling by extracellular morphogens is viewed as the principal deter-
minant of growth11. Morphogens are molecules that form gradients
of concentration from a source and activate different target genes at
different concentration thresholds. The morphogen Dpp controls
tissue pattern12,13 and tissue growth14,15. Day and Lawrence11 pro-
posed that the slope of the gradient promotes cell division above a
certain threshold. Provided that the addition of new cells decreases
the slope of the gradient, growth would arrest when the gradient
becomes too shallow (Fig. 2). Consistent with this, it was elegantly
shown that cell division is transiently induced in regions where the
slope of theDpp gradient is experimentally modified16. Several obser-
vations, however, contradict a simple formulation of this model: (1)
uniform Dpp expression causes overgrowth; (2) the assumption that
the Dpp ligand gradient scales with the tissue is not experimentally
supported17,18; (3) themodel fails to account for uniform cell division
in the tissue. Thus, additional mechanisms will be required to explain
fully the control of tissue size. As detailed below, the mechanical
constraints imposed by tissue growth on local cell division can also
be considered in parallel with signalling.
Whereas an increase in cell number drives tissue growth, tissue
shape involves changes in cell positions controlled by cell rearrange-
ments and the orientation of cell division.
Tissue shape: orienting cell division and movements
Spatial control of cell divisions. A number ofmechanisms have been
proposed for tissue elongation. It was suggested a long time ago that
polarized cell divisions might be important for morphogenesis in
Drosophila19 (Fig. 1a, b). However, the major role of polarized cell
rearrangements during cell intercalation in vertebrates and inverte-
brates (see below) overshadowed this mechanism. As a result, experi-
mental evidence that polarized cell division also has an essential role
in plant and animal morphogenesis only accumulated recently20–26,
with striking examples in Antirrhinum petal morphogenesis21 and
zebrafish neurulation24. In Drosophila too, polarized cell divisions
occur and participate in tissue morphogenesis. A detailed analysis
ofDrosophila imaginal discs showed, for example, that clones of cells
grow anisotropically along the axis of tissue growth because cell
divisions are biased along the proximal/distal axis22. Elongation of
Drosophila embryonic epithelia is also controlled to some extent by
oriented cell divisions26.
a
b
d
c
Random cell divisions
Oriented cell divisions
Cell competition
Cell rearrangements
Figure 2 | Cellular mechanisms of tissue size and shape. a, Tissue
proliferation and the increase in tissue mass are driven by continuous cell
divisions (outlined in red). b, Oriented cell divisions, here along the
horizontal axis, cause the elongated growth of the clone and of the organ.
c, Cell competition is the process by which a fast-growing population (red)
out-competes a slow-growing one (white). Out-competed cells die by
apoptosis (cross symbol). This process is implicated in tissue size regulation.
d, Cell rearrangements such as intercalation drive tissue elongation and
affect tissue shape. Here the red interfaces shrink and new horizontal
interfaces (blue) are formed, producing an exchange in cell neighbours.
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Figure 1.8.: Random (a) versus oriented (b) cell divisions and their impact on
tissue shape, modified from Lecuit & Goﬀ (2007).
Concha & Adams (1998) showed that in the gastrula and neurula stages of ze-
brafish development expansion of the tissue is achieved by a systematic orientation
of cell divisions along the anterior-posterior body axis. This can be explained by
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the activity of planar cell polarity pathways [Jones & Chen (2007) and Gong et al.
(2004)].
Other work suggests that in many cases it is solely the mechanical microenvironment,
reflected in a cell’s shape, that determines the orientation of the cell division axis
(see Gibson et al. (2011) and Strauss et al. (2006) for experimental and Alim et al.
(2012) and Li et al. (2012) for theoretical contributions).
In plant cells the division plane is determined by the interplay of the cytoskeleton
and cell shape. In the absence of other cues, a cell plate of minimal area generates
two daughter cells of similar size (Errera’s rule), Besson & Dumais (2011).
In our second study (chapter 3), we find a correlation between the direction of a
cell’s migration and the division axis, but also completely uncorrelated mother and
daughter migrations.
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1.4. Motility
Besides cell proliferation, motility is another basic feature of living cells. Obviously,
the ability to move in order to find food or escape threats is a crucial evolutionary
advantage for all organisms. Some organisms such as social amoebae use chemotaxis-
directed migration to aggregate and temporally form a multicellular organism in case
of starvation to increase the chance of a colony’s survival. Likewise, collective cell mi-
gration represents an important feature in many biological functions in multicellular
organisms, such as embryonic morphogenesis and tissue repair, and in dysfunctions
like cancer invasion.
Single cell migration
"Polarity is intrinsic to a migrating cell [Ridley et al. (2003)]", since form and
function in cell biology are hardly separable and migration needs a direction. Herant
& Dembo (2010) demonstrated how cell polarity, i.e. spatial diﬀerences in form
and function within one cell, leads to the ability of performing diﬀerent directed
migration modes.
Fig. 1.9 shows central elements of the treadmilling machinery that is used for
cellular migration on. The small GTPases Rho and Rac (besides Cdc42 and Ras)
constitute a bistable reaction-diﬀusion system that polarises the cell. Rac in the front
of the migrating cell promotes actin branching via the Arp2/3 complex and therefore
the formation of lammellipodial protrusions and of integrin-mediated focal adhesions
(not shown). Rho, which inhibits Rac, leads to a local increase of actin-myosin
contraction and the disassembly of adhesions in the rear. The microtubule system
supports this machinery by polarised transport of regulatory proteins [Mogilner &
Keren (2009), Ridley (2001) and Nobes & Hall (1999)].
It has to be mentioned though, that motile cells in three-dimensional and in ef-
fective one-dimensional environments partially use diﬀerent mechanisms than the
one described above [Balzer et al. (2012), Wirtz et al. (2011), Ridley (2011) and
Yamazaki et al. (2009)].
An interesting borderline case between single cell and multicellular life is the social
amoeba Dictyostelium discoideum. Dictyostelium normally lives as a unicellular or-
ganism performing single cell migration, but under nutrient starvation it undergoes
a transformation. Via oscillatory secretion of cAMP (cyclic adenosine monophos-
phate), up to a million cells organize into aggregates and diﬀerentiate. This leads
to the development of a motile slug structure and eventually to the diﬀerentiation
of a fruiting body, which facilitates its own spreading and therefore increases the
likelihood of the colony’s survival [Weijer (2009) and Palsson & Othmer (2000)].
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Mechanical symmetry breaking
One well-studied example of mechanochemical polariza-
tion is the establishment of the anterior–posterior (AP)
axis in one-celled Caenorhabditis elegans embryos, which
depends on both mechanical (actin/myosin) and biochemi-
cal (partitioning-defective [PAR] protein) networks.
At the core of the polarization machinery are the so-
called PAR proteins [35]. In a given cell, there are typically
two groups of antagonistic PAR proteins that are segre-
gated to opposite halves of the cell. In C. elegans, these
include PAR-3, PAR-6, and an atypical protein kinase C
(aPKC), which localize to the anterior membrane (anterior
PARs), and PAR-1, PAR-2, and lethal giant larva (LGL),
which localize to the posterior (posterior PARs) [36]. Re-
cent experimental and theoretical analysis suggests that
two ingredients are critical for the ability of PAR proteins
to form patterns in the cell: the ability of each group of PAR
proteins to displace the other from the membrane, so-
called mutual antagonism, and the presence of limiting
amounts of PAR protein in the cell (Figure 3a) [37–39].
Mutually antagonistic negative feedback between the an-
terior and posterior PARs yields a locally self-amplifying
feedback loop, because a molecule’s inhibition of its own
inhibitor effectively constitutes an auto-activation path-
way. This self-amplifying feedback ensures that the mem-
brane will tend to be dominated locally by one or the other
PAR complex, but cannot on its own specify whether
doma ns will exist or where the boundaries between
domains will occur. Such spatial organization requires
long-range inhibition, which in this case is provided by
the limiting pools of PAR proteins [38]. As PAR proteins
are recruited into a membrane domain, the pool of free
cytoplasmic PAR proteins is decreased, thereby reducing
the tendency of the domain to grow further. A stably
polarized state results when the sizes of the two domains
are such that their tendency to grow is balanced.
But how is symmetry broken? In other words, why does
the system proceed to a polarized state rather than remain-
ing in its initial unpolarized state in which anterior PARs
are enriched throughout the cell membrane and posterior
PARs are confined to the cytoplasm, a situation equally
supported by the antagonistic process described above.
Symmetry breaking in the PAR system relies on the me-
chanical activity of a thin, contractile cytoskeletal layer
under the cell membrane known as the actomyosin cortex
(Figure 3b). Recent work points to a contractile asymmetry
in this network along the AP axis [40] that is induced by the
centrosome, most likely via local modulation of Rho activi-
ty [41–44]. This contractile asymmetry results in a long-
range flow of cortex from posterior to anterior [40,42],
which in turn entrains the motion of the cell cytoplasm,
creating a fluid flow towards the anterior along the inner
surface of the membrane [45]. As it turns out, the diffusive
properties of anterior PAR proteins at the membrane are
such that these flows can induce a significant redistribu-
tion of PAR proteins within the cell through a process
known as advection (Box 3) [38]. Consequently, anterior
PARs, which are initially enriched at the membrane, will
be preferentially transported towards the anterior, thus
depleting anterior PARs from the posterior membrane
(Figure 3b). Freely diffusing posterior PARs in the cyto-
plasm can then take advantage of this local depletion to
associate with the posterior membrane. Once asymmetry
is established, biochemical reaction–diffusion processes
can take over to drive the system to the stably polarized
state. Thus, PAR polarity in C. elegans can be understood
as a largely chemical pattern-forming system based on
Box 2. Chemical cues shape cellular mechanics
Both the structure of a cell’s mechanical elements and their activity
can be shaped by local biochemical signals (Figure I). Signaling
molecules can polarize the mechanical elements of a cell through
local control of the assembly of cytoskeletal polymers. In polarized
cells (a), the activity of membrane-associated Rho-GTPases such as
Cdc42 and Rac (red) simultaneously stimulate actin nucleators such
as formin (green) and Arp2/3 (purple) and suppress destabilizing
factors (blue) [50,64]. Similarly, microtubules are nucleated from
microtubule organizing centers (MTOCs) such as the centrosome,
resulting in polarity of the outgrowing network [65], and in
migrating cells leading edge signals stimulate the capture and
stabilization of microtubule plus ends by microtubule-associated
proteins (MAPs) such as EB1 and APC (purple) [66]. These signals
may also inhibit molecules that promote microtubule destabilization
(orange), further focusing microtubule networks toward the leading
edge. Asymmetries in mechanical networks can also arise through
spatial regulation of cytoskeletal motor activity. For example, in the
C. elegans one-cell embryo (b), membrane-anchored dynein pulling
motors (blue motors) are regulated by the PAR polarity proteins
(red/cyan), which are distributed asymmetrically along the anterior–
posterior axis. Consequently, the number of active force generators
at the posterior exceeds that at the anterior, resulting in an
asymmetry of force applied to the spindle [67–69].
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Figure I. Chemical cues shape cellular mechanics.
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Figure 1.9.: Polarised organisation of the mechanical elements in a cell migrating to
the right. In the front of the cell membrane-associated small GTPases Cdc42 and
Rac (red) activate actin nucleators such as formin (green) and Arp2/3 (purple)
and inhibit actin destabilising factors (blue). Similarly microtubule plus ends
are capped and stabilised by EB1 and APC (blue) in the front of the cell. In
contrast, in the rear of the cell, the small GTPase Rho, which mutually inhibits
Rac, promotes actin and microtubule depolymerisation [Goehring & Grill (2013)].
Collective migration
Cells that are stably connected to each other by adherens junctions have the ability
to migrate in a collectively ordered manner. This is typical for groups of epithelial
cells.
Three properties are characteristic for collective migration: (i) There is physical
and functional connection between the cells throughout their movement. (ii) The
actin cytoskeleton has a supracellular structure enabling force transmission and the
multicellul r system shows polarity. (iii) Es ecially in developmental processes of
collective migration, structural modification of the collective happens as migration
progresses [Friedl & Gilmour (2009)].
Kabla (2012) simulated a variety of collective migration modes based on a model of
cells with two intrinsic parameters, motility and mechanical cell-cell adhesion. Also
Borghi et al. (2010) investigated how the cellular motility behaviour is influenced by
expression ratios of cell-substrate and cell-cell adhesion molecules, i.e. integrin- and
cadherin-mediated adhesions. Similarly, Montell (2008) assumes four basic mechan-
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ical properties to allow for a diversity of morphogenetic cell movements: cell-cell
adhesion, cell-substrate/matrix adhesion, the ability to form protrusions, and con-
tractility.
Theveneau et al. proposed a model that describes how mesenchymal cells can
undergo collective migration. It assumes that the mutual inhibition of the small
GTPases Rho and Rac (see previous section on single cell migration) not only oc-
curs within one cell, but expands to neighbouring cells, and thereby leads to an
alternation of repulsion and attraction [Theveneau & Mayor (2011), Theveneau &
Mayor (2010) and Mayor & Carmona-Fontaine (2010)].
Cultured MDCK cells also exhibit collective migration. Petitjean et al. (2010)
measured velocity fields of MDCK cells grown on PDMS (Polydimethylsiloxane)
membrane. Consistent with our own work (chapter 3), they demonstrate a decrease
of cellular velocities with increasing cell density.
Angelini et al. (2011) describe the dynamics in a confluent monolayer of MDCK cells
as glass-like, and find an increase in the heterogeneity of velocities as cell density
increases.
Trepat & Fredberg (2011) developed the concept of plithotaxis, i.e. "the tendency
for each individual cell within a monolayer to migrate along the local orientation of
the maximal normal stress, or equivalently, minimal shear stress."
Rotating cell collectives
Now we look into special cases, in vivo and in vitro, where groups of cells migrate
collectively in a manner resulting in rotations of the whole colony (Fig. 1.10).
Haigo & Bilder (2011) showed that polarised rotation of the follicle epithelia in the
developing Drosophila egg is required to polarise the fibrillar extracellular matrix
(ECM), which in turn constrains the shape of the growing tissue, and leads to its
elongation (Fig. 1.10 A).
Another example of morphogenetic rotations of groups of cells are the photoreceptor
progenitors in the developing Drosophila eye [Escudero et al. (2007)].
Similarly, human breast cell lines cultured in a three-dimensional matrix exhibit
collective angular motion (Tanner et al. (2012)). Single cells performed multiple
rotations, maintained the sense of rotation after cell divisions, and the collective
rotation generated polarised acini (Fig. 1.10 B). However, malignant counterparts
of these cell lines did neither perform the collective rotation nor generate acini,
indicating that these human epithelial cells actually perfomed a developmentally
relevant function by rotating in an organised manner.
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Figure 1.10.: Epithelial rotation. A: Rotating follicular epithelium (blue) along
the ECM-basement membrane (orange) leading to an elongation of the Drosophila
egg. B: Human breast cell line cultured in 3D gel matrix rotating coherently in one
direction. C: Symmetry breaking in a group of cells migrating on a micropatterned
substrate. Adapted from Rørth (2012).
The symmetry-breaking in mammalian collective cell migration described by Huang
et al. (2005) resembles the one described above in two dimensions. They plated BCE
cells on micropatterned substrates to observe the rotationary migration behaviour
and came to the conclusion that there must be an internal symmetry-breaking event
involved (Fig. 1.10 C), for which they postulate three conditions. One of these is a
physical constriction of space on the micrometer scale, which we can disprove using
our spatially unconstrained setup.
We have analysed MDCK-2 cells performing collective rotations on a glass surface
without any barriers on the micrometer scale and demonstrate a specific pattern in
changes of the sense of these rotation (chapter 3).
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1.5. Computational models
Mathematical modelling can provide descriptions of biological systems that coher-
ently unify processes over diﬀerent temporal and spatial scales and produce testable
predictions [Qu et al. (2011) and Engler et al. (2009)]. We now look into a few
examples of modeling approaches to better understand the growth dynamics of ep-
ithelial tissues.
Gibson et al. (2006) described the emergence of order in epithelia in terms of
the distribution of diﬀerent polygons displayed by cell shapes. Therefore they used
a discrete Markov model, which quantifies the changes in cell-cell interfaces during
mitoses. Their finding was that the distribution of cell shapes converges to the same
distribution independent of the chosen initial distribution and is experimentally well
confirmed for diﬀerent species.
In the Drosophila wing development cell competition, i.e. the appearance of un-
equal division rates in diﬀerent clusters of cells, does not lead to distortions, but is
compensated by an adaptation of proliferation and apoptosis rates [Edgar & Lehner
(1996)]. Following this observation, Shraiman (2005) suggested mechanical feedback
as a possible regulator for growth control (see Fig. 1.11).
Figure 1.11.: Mechanical feedback as a growth regulator, from Shraiman (2005). a:
Accelerated growth within an isolated clone causes compression of nearby tissue.
b: The blue curves represent the assumed local and pressure-dependent growth
rates γ for fast growing mutant clone cells (upper blue curve) and the slower-
growing background tissue (lower blue curve). Negative γ indicates apoptosis,
negative pressure means tension. Red line represents the average growth rate
of the background. The mutant clone overgrows until the resulting compression
(black dashed line) brings its growth rate down to that of the background. Level
of compression of wildtype tissue neighboring the clone (green dashed line) may
be suﬃciently high to trigger the apoptosis of the slower-growing wildtype cells
near the clone.
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Today, there are several models of tissue morphogenesis comprising a mechanical
feedback component. Hufnagel et al. (2007) developed a model combining a gradient
of the morphogen decapentaplegic (Dpp) and mechanical feedback as an additional
regulator for growth control in the Drosophila wing disc [Aegerter-Wilmsen et al.
(2007), Crickmore & Mann (2008)].
Puliafito et al. (2012) constructed a model of self-limited epithelial tissue growth,
using a one-dimensional vertex model (Fig. 1.12 A). In this model, cell number i is
described by two vertices ri and ri+1 and has a preferred length of Li(t), which is
allowed to grow in time, if tension is applied by neighbouring cells. In addition,
cells interact with an attachment point Ri on the substrate, which has a friction
σ and experiences a random Langevin driving force ηi(t). The interactions that
occur between vertices and between vertices and attachment points are assumed to
be elastic, following Hook’s law (eq.1.2). k and κ are parameters, that define the
strength of the elastic couplings.
H(r1, ..., rN+1) = k
N￿
i=1
(ri+1 − ri − Li(t))2 + κ
N￿
i=1
(Ri − (ri+1 + ri)/2)2 (1.2)
The dynamics of the attachment points are driven by relaxation of the elastic stress
plus random forces representing cellular motility (eq.1.3):
σ
d
dt
Ri = − ∂H
∂Ri
+ ηi(t) (1.3)
Fig. 1.12 B, C and D show the simulation results, which closely resemble experimen-
tal data for cultured MDCK cell colonies (cf. Fig. 1.6).
Several models were designed to describe more specific properties of growing tis-
sues. They use a continuum mechanics approach with ρ = ρ(−→r , t) representing the
local cell density, −→v = −→v (−→r , t) the local velocity and kd and ka corresponding to
cell source (division) and sink (apoptosis), respectively:
∂
∂t
ρ+￿ · (ρ−→v ) = (kd − ka)ρ (1.4)
Ranft et al. (2010) demonstrated how the introduction of cell division and apoptosis
into the continuum mechanical description of an otherwise elastic tissue allows for
transitions into a more liquid-like viscous state.
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mitotic rate on cell size. The latter, as we show next, can be de-
duced from a quantitative study of the temporal evolution of the
cell area distribution.
To measure the distribution of cell area as a function of time in
the posttransition regime, we performed a computerized segmen-
tation of fluorescent images (using the MDCK–Ecad-GFP cell
line) (Fig. 3B and Fig. 4D). Over a period of about 15 d following
the morphological transition the average cell area decreases six-
fold. Cell size converges on a narrow, stationary size distribution
centered about an average area of 35 μm2 (see Fig. S1 for more
details on cell morphology).
Because cell area in the posttransition phase is approximately
constant between successive divisions (Fig. 4 A–B), the dynamics
of the cell area distribution is due solely to mitosis. (Rates of
apoptosis, about 0.02 per day per cell, are negligible by compar-
ison with mitosis.) Thus the difference in area distributions at two
consecutive time points reflects loss of larger cells which upon
division give rise each to a pair of cells at approximately half
the size as represented by:
∂tnða;tÞ ¼ 2γð2aÞnð2a;tÞ − γðaÞnða;tÞ; [1]
where nða;tÞ denotes the expected number of cells with area, a, at
time t and γðaÞ represents the average rate of division as a func-
tion of cell area. Fitting the observed temporal changes in cell
area distribution to Eq. 1 allows us to determine the mitotic rate
γðaÞ. The dependence of mitotic rate on cell size is shown in
Fig. 4F. The result is consistent with the conclusion made on the
basis of the single cell measurements, Fig. 4E: a rapid decrease in
the mitotic rate once cell area falls below critical, which fits ap-
proximately the Hill function form: γðaÞ∕γ0 ¼ am∕ðam þ am0 Þ with
m ≈ 4 and a0 ≈ 170 μm2, where γ0 is the division rate in the free
growth regime. The observed reductive nature of cell division and
the dependence of mitotic rate on cell size together explain the
dynamics of tissue density in the posttransition regime and the
convergence toward proliferation arrest, thus capturing the dy-
namics of the contact inhibition process.
A Model of Self-Limiting Growth of Adherent Cell Monolayer. To
illustrate our interpretation of the observed interplay between
cellular growth, motility and colony expansion, we formulate and
analyze a simple growth model for adherent epithelial tissues. We
choose as a point of departure a one dimensional version of the
“vertex model” (47, 50) as depicted in Fig. 5A. The details of the
model are described in the supplemental material. Briefly, we
assume that cells, specified by their vertices ri and riþ1, form a
connected tissue. The short time elastic response of cells has a
Hooke’s law dependence (see Supporting Information, Eq. S1)
on the difference between the current length of the cell,
li ¼ jriþ1 − rij and the intrinsic preferred length Li. In addition,
cells interact with the substrate. To represent the effect of sub-
strate adhesion and of cell motility we introduce for each cell
an “attachment point” Ri, connected to the cell by a spring,
and endowed with relaxational dynamics with friction σ and ran-
dom Langevin driving force ηiðtÞ (see Supporting Information,
Eq. S2). This (Gaussian white) random force represents cell
crawling, its variance Γ defining motility. The force is assumed
to average out to zero in the bulk, but not on the boundary where
to represent the outward bias of the boundary cell motion we
allow hηbi ¼ σvmax, where vmax sets the maximal velocity.
The model also includes cell growth and proliferation. Cell
growth is represented by allowing intrinsic cell size Li to increase
with time. However, motivated by our experimental finding that
cells in dense tissues don’t actively push on their neighbors, we
allow Li to grow only if the cell is stretched by the surrounding
tissue. Because stretching corresponds to δli ¼ li − Li > 0, we
take dLi∕dt to be a simple step function of δli with the threshold
at zero. Cell division splits a cell into two, with intrinsic size of
each daughter equal to Li∕2 of the mother. Guided by our experi-
mental observations (Fig. 4) we make the rate of cell division ex-
plicitly dependent on cell size li via pðliÞ ¼ maxðγðli − lminÞ;0Þ
Fig. 5. Simulation results. (A) Sketch of the one-dimensional tissue growth model. Green springs represent cell elasticity, cell boundaries are marked in gray
and cell attachments are represented as black tethers. (B) Spatio-temporal profile of proliferation rate (indicated by the color) in the colony. Initially, pro-
liferation is uniform and the colony size increases exponentially (dashed line) with time. At later times, proliferation in the bulk slows down and stops; in fixed
size marginal zones rapid cell proliferation continues leading to a linear increase of the colony size (dotted line). (C) Cell size distribution as a function of time
(coded by color). The initial distribution around l0 (set by the ratio of the rates of cell growth and proliferation) becomes broader and converges with time to a
stationary distribution with mean below lmin. Inset shows the coefficient of variation. (D) Traction force distribution throughout the colony at different times
(coded by color). Note that small colonies are under tension. At later times only the margins of the colony are under tension, while the center is stress free.
742 ∣ www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1007809109 Puliafito et al.
Figure 1.12.: Self-limiting growth odel of a one-dimensional adherent cell mono-
layer [Puliafito et al. (2012)]. A: Sketch of the model. Cell i is represented by
its two, elastically coupled, vertic s, ri and i+1. Via ano her spring the cell is
connected to the attachment point Ri. See eq. 1.2 and 1.3. B: Spatio-temporal
profile of the proliferation rate. Maximal rate is colour-coded in red. Exponential
growth is indicated by the green line. C: The cell size distribution becomes sta-
tionary in time (colour-coded). Inset shows coeﬃcient of variation. D: Traction
force distribution throughout the colony at diﬀerent times (colour-coded).
Basan et al. (2009) used this approach to follow Stephen Paget’s seed and soil
theory of cancer [Fidler (2003)] and investigated the influence of homeostatic pres-
sure on cancer metastases. Basan et al. argue that their mechanism of homeostatic
competition between diﬀerent tissues could explain the strong tissue specificity of
metastatic growth.
Byrne & Drasdo (2009) compared such an continuum mechanical model with a
model based on individual cells for dense monolayers of cultured cells. They assumed
a pressure-dependent growth rate and came to similar results like the vertex model
of Puliafito et al. (2012) regarding global growth dynamics.
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1.6 Thesis
1.6. Thesis
This thesis covers two studies on cell cycle correlations (CCC) in epithelial tissue
morphogenesis. The first project addresses the origin of these correlations and the
dynamics of cell cycle desynchronisation, i.e. the disappearance of these correlations
(chapter 2).
Cells in a tissue that arise from a common progenitor cell initially divide syn-
chronously. We investigate this phenomenon in vitro and in silico. To this end,
we use clones of the MDCK-2 cell line expressing a fluorescent nuclear marker to
enable automated image analysis and single cell tracking of fluorescence time-lapse
microscopy data.
We find that cells go through a decorrelation process, which is an overlay of two
independent phenomena: First, a trivial progressive desynchronisation with each
generation of cell divisions is due to the stochastic nature of cell cycle periods, wich
are described by a Gaussian distribution of finite width. Second, an additional non-
trivial desynchronisation that occurs above a critical cell density is due to contact
inhibition of proliferation, which results in a broadening of the cell cycle distribution
and therefore in an acceleration of the desynchronisation process.
We model the progressive desynchronisation of cell cycles mathematically to verify
our understanding of the system for the regime of free proliferation. A critical
number of generations, after which cell devisions occur regularly distributed in time,
was predicted by our model and confirmed experimentally.
In the other project, we investigate consequences of cell cycle correlations for tissue
morphodynamics (chapter 3). At low cell density, where we find that MDCK have
high motility and maximal proliferation rate, we analyse the patterns of emerging
collective migration and investigate how their changes coincide with mitosis.
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2. Mitosis patterns in epithelial
tissue growth
In this project we characterised cell cycles in growing cell colonies. We quantify
the dynamic changes of their probability distributions, their temporal correlations,
and their emerging desynchronisation. We then develop a mathematical model to
account for the regime of free proliferation at low cell density and propose a possible
mechanism for desynchronisation.
2.1. Colony growth
In order to facilitate automated quantification of the properties of growing cell
colonies, we first generate fluorescent time-lapse movies of MDCK-2 cells expressing
a fluorescently labelled histone marker (H2B-mCherry). We then automatically
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Figure 2.1.: Growing numbers in the developing epithelial cell culture model. A:
The number of cells grows exponentially (red line) until the onset of CIP (black
line). During the first few generations the stepwise increase displays synchronicity
of cell cycles. B: Cell density (calculated by the inverse of mean voronoi cell area,
see chapter 5) stays basically constant (red line) for some days until it increases,
followed by the onset of CIP (black line). A and B: The emergence of domes is
visible in an additional increase of cell number and density, followed by a sudden
drop and recovery (black circle). Time=0 represents the start of image acquisition.
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segment these images by identifying cell nuclei (chapter 5). From this data, we
calculate parameters such as cell number and cell density (Fig. 2.1).
We start image acquisition two generations after seeding single cells, i.e. log2(N) =
2. The young colony originating from a single parental cell grows essentially ex-
ponentially for about one week (Fig. 2.1 A, dashed red line). During the first few
days the cell number shows a stepwise increase that reflects the synchronicity of
cell divisions for several generations in the young colony. This synchronicity in cell
cycles then progressively gets lost (see below). After one week, the increase in cell
number drops due to contact inhibition of proliferation (CIP, see black dashed line
indicating the transition). At day 9 the sudden changes of cell number are caused
by the emergence and disappearance of domes, since cells within the dome leave the
focal plane and are therefore not detected anymore.
The average cell density within these colonies is essentially constant for the first
6 days after start of image acquisition (Fig. 2.1 B). This reflects the fact that the
expansion of the colony can fully compensate the spatial needs of the newborn
daughter cells. The fluctuations in cellular area during this phase originate from the
synchronicity of growth.
From day 6 to day 7 cell density increases dramatically. At the same time, the
proliferation rate drops, which results in a lesser increase in cell density and ulti-
mately CIP is established. Fluctuations in cell density at day 9 are again caused by
the formation and collapse of domes. Afterwards cell number and density increase
further with a reduced rate compared to the free proliferation before the onset of
CIP.
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Figure 2.2.: Cell cycle data obtained from single cell tracking and binned into
5 density regimes. A: Cumulative histograms of the data, density regimes are
colour-coded, B: Mean (line) and standard deviation (band) of the distributions,
binned as defined in A. Inset: Coeﬃcient of variation.
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2.2 Cell cycle correlations
After tracking the individual cells from birth to division and thus obtaining their
cell cycle durations (Fig. 5.3), we bin them into five density regimes in order to
provide a good categorisation for the diﬀerent proliferation behaviours. Fig. 2.2
A shows the cumulative histograms of cell cycle periods for the diﬀerent density
regimes (around 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9 103mm2 ).
In Fig. 2.2 B mean values and standard deviations of the data in A are shown and
in the inset the coeﬃcient of variation (CV=standard deviation / mean).
In the lowest two density regimes, from 1 to 3 103mm2 , the cell cycle period distributions
(CCD) are very similar with the lowest density regime showing a slightly higher mean
of the CCD.
The cell cycles in the next two density regimes, around 5 to 7 103mm2 , show the strongest
variation, most likely because here the cellular density has its fastest increase and
the strongest inhomogeneity in cell density emerges (cf. sec. A.2).
In the last regime, around 9 103mm2 , the CV decreases again due to the large mean
cycle duration (Fig. 2.1 B inset). Longer cell cycle periods are not displayed because
of the experimental cut-oﬀ.
2.2. Cell cycle correlations
Now we capture the synchronicity of cell divisions via the analysis of age distributions
and derive the variability of mean age and spatio-temporal mitosis density (see
Fig. 2.3).
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Figure 2.3.: Experimental data. Time in units of standard generation length T0
(see below). A: Mean (line) and standard deviation (band) of cell age distribu-
tions over several generations in the low density regime (ρ ≈ 103 mm−2). The
distribution gets broader as the cells desynchronise increasingly. B: Decrease of
the spatiotemporal mitosis density, defined as the fraction of cells dividing per
time. (cf. Fig. 2.5 for simulated data)
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We observe an oscillation of the mean age and an increase in the standard deviation
of the age distribution, as cells move through the cell cycle collectively before slowly
desynchronising (Fig. 2.3 A). Generations are separated in time for six cell divisions
(cf. zero values in Fig. 2.3 B).
The temporal clusters of mitosis correspond to spatial clusters, since cell-cell junc-
tions are stable and neighbours are not exchanged over time.
Summarised, we find regular proliferation at low cell densities, i.e. for 1 103mm2 <
ρ < 3 103mm2 , reflected by the regular distances between the peaks in Fig. 2.3 B. At
the density ρ ≈ 5, 5 103mm2 or during generation 9, respectively, CIP sets on (Fig. 2.1),
leading to a broadening of the CCD (Fig. 2.2). In the following section we descibe a
model providing a test for our understanding of the MDCK’s proliferation behaviour
at low cell densities.
2.3. Model for free proliferation
We introduce a model for cell proliferation in the low-density regimes (1-2 103mm2 ),
assuming Gaussian-distributed cell cycle periods in absence of CIP. We obtain a
mean µ and standard deviation σ of the cycle times T by fitting
p(T ) = 1
σ
√
2π
e−
(T−µ)2
2σ2 (2.1)
to the cell cycle times found in the corresponding density regime.
We obtain µ = T0 ≈ 20h and σ ≈ 3h (Fig. 2.4).
According to this model we can estimate the number of generations g∗ after which
cells belonging to diﬀerent generations are expected to overlap, i.e. their divisions
occur at the same time:
g∗ ≈ µ
σ
≈ 20h3h ≈ 6, 7 (2.2)
To test our model for free proliferation in the low-density regime, we simulated the
age distributions and mitosis densities and compared them to the values derived
from the experimental data.
In Fig. 2.5 we see the simulation results of our Gauss-model for free proliferation,
which is capable of describing the cell age distributions for the density regimes of
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Figure 2.4.: Gaussian distribution fit to cell cycle data in the free prolifera-
tion regime. A: Cumulative histogram of cycle periods (red) and Gaussian fit
function (blue). B: Simulated cell numbers start increasing exponentially in a
stepwise manner (cf. Fig. 2.1), before cells desynchronize and growth becomes
homogeneous.
maximal proliferation, i.e. up to a density of 3 103mm2 or generation 9, respectively.
Comparing the results shown in Fig. 2.3 and Fig. 2.5, we see good agreement of
theory and experiment for the proliferation patterns in the low-density regime.
Using diﬀerent data sets we could visualise the critical generation number g∗, from
which on there are no more mitosis-free gaps between succeeding generations of cells,
cf. Fig. 3.3.
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Figure 2.5.: Simulated data. A: Mean (line) and standard deviation (band) of cell
age distributions. The distribution gets broader as the cells increasingly desyn-
chronise until the distribution becomes stationary (cf. Fig. 2.6 B). B: Spatiotem-
poral mitosis density, resembling a damped oscillation (cf. Fig. 2.3).
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Fig. 2.6 A shows the damped oscillating behaviour of mean and standard devia-
tion of the cell age distribution predicted by our model under the assumption that
CIP has not set in yet. Consequently the model also predicts that for g >> g∗ the
age distribution asymptotically reaches a steady state; this age distribution can be
interpreted as the probability distribution for future cell divisions (Fig. 2.6 B). It
shows high probabilities for short waiting times and low probability for long waiting
times and - to this extent - resembles a Poisson distribution, which represents the
waiting time for completely uncorrelated chance events. However, in our experimen-
tal setting, CIP sets in around generation 9, thus preventing a measurement of this
stationary age distribution.
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Figure 2.6.: Asymptotic stationary age distribution. A: Mean and standard devi-
ation of simulated cell age distributions, same as in Fig. 2.5 A, but shown until
constant values are reached. B: Corresponding simulated age distribution at gen-
eration 14.
2.4. Cell cycle heterogeneities
We also wanted to test for the hypothesis that asymmetric cell divisions would lead
to unequal division times in sister cells. Asymmetry can arise, for example, from the
unequal distribution of cytoplasm or metabolic components among daughter cells.
Assuming that cell have to grow until they reach a critical cytoplasmic mass or a
critical level of a cell cycle regulator before they can go through another round of
cell division, the daughter cell that receives less cytoplasmic material would take
longer to synthesize the required components.
Therefore, we define a measure for the relative diﬀerence in cell cycle periods in
sister cell pairs and random cell pairs (born within the same 90 minutes), where Tl
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and Ts are the cycle periods of the slower and the faster dividing cell, respectively:
dr(Tl, Ts) =
T
l
− Ts
(Tl + Ts)/2
(2.3)
Fig. 2.7 shows approximately 20 % diﬀerence in division times between sister cells
in all density regimes. The relative diﬀerence between random pairs on the other
hand closely resembles the increase in the CV of the cell cycle distribution, which
was measured as a function of cell density (see inset in Fig. 2.2 B). The columns in
the highest density regime are likely to be distorted due to the cut-oﬀ in experiment
time.
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Figure 2.7.: Sister vs. random cell pair cycle diﬀerences, binned by density regime.
Sister cells show a similar diﬀerence of about 20% in all density regimes, whereas
random cell pairs show increasing diﬀerences as a function of increasing cell den-
sity. The lower diﬀerence at the highest density should not be taken into account,
since here very long cycle periods are not represented due to the cut-oﬀ in exper-
iment time.
The heterogeneity in random cell pairs can be explained by density heterogeneities
emerging in the medium density regime (3-7 103mm2 ), see Fig.A.2. We observed clus-
ters of diﬀerent densities, which lead to diﬀerences in cell cycle duration as one
would expect from the cell area-dependence of division times. In contrast to ran-
dom pairs, sister cell pairs reside preferentially in the same density cluster, since
they are neighbours, and thus have similar cell cycle times.
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2.5. Conclusion
We conclude that the Gauss-model for free proliferation, which describes cell cycle
progression like a regular inner clock, is appropriate as long as CIP does not set on,
i.e. in our data for 9 generations or up to a cell density of ρ ≈ 5, 5 103mm2 , respectively.
The desynchronisation of cell cycles in a cell colony derived from a common ancestor
cell becomes significant after 6 generations of cell divisions and is further accelerated
by the broadening of the CCD due to CIP. This desynchronisation of cell divisions
is thought to facilitate the morphogenesis of a regular epithelial tissue, once the
transient states of density heterogeneities are passed. For the absence of CIP a
stationary age distribution is predicted by our model. In the medium density regime,
i.e. 3 103mm2 < ρ < 7
103
mm2 , sister cells still behave similar in terms of proliferation rates,
but random pairs of cells having possibly diﬀerent environments, exhibit a greater
diversity.
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For our second project, presented in this section, we analysed the influence of syn-
chronous cell divisions on the collective migration behaviour of young colonies.
3.1. Growth and motility dynamics
In epithelial morphodynamics, motility decreass first as cellular density increases,
followed by the decrease of proliferation (sec. 1.3).We first set out to establish a model
system that is capable of reproducing these findings by allowing for quantitative
measurement of growth and motility by single cell tracking.
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Figure 3.1.: Relative motility (blue), followed by proliferation rate (red) drop down
to a third of their initial values while cell density increases by one order of mag-
nitude. This transition occuring during 2 weeks of in vitro tissue growth reflects
a MET.
In Fig. 3.1 the maximal value on the ordinate, i.e. a proliferation rate of (18h)−1
or a motility of 18µm/h, represents the mesenchymal-like phenotype of the MDCK-
2 cells, as found at low cell density and optimal growth promoting conditions (cf.
chapter 5, cell culture). At high cell density instead, the proliferation rate decreases
due to CIP (cf. previous chapter) and motility drops dramatically, which reflects the
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epithelial phenotype. This mesenchymal-epithelial transition (MET), coincides with
the onset of physiological tissue functionality (evident in the emergence of domes,
sec. 2.1) and the transition from tissue growth to homeostasis.
For the following investigation we consider the low density regime of free prolif-
eration and maximal motility, i.e. ρ < 3 103cellsmm2 .
3.2. Migration patterns of young colonies
At low densities, where the MDCK cells have the ability to migrate with their
maximal speed, but have already established stable cell-cell junctions, they show
the tendency to migrate in circles around their common central point, which leads
to a rotation of the whole colony.
We quantify this behaviour by calculating the mean angular velocity of the colony:
−→ω (t) = 1
Ncells(t)
Ncells￿
i=1
−→ri (t)×−→vi (t)
|−→ri (t)|2 (3.1)
Fig. 3.2 A shows the z-component of −→ω (t) for a typical colony; obviously this is
the only non-zero component, since our cell culture system lives on a 2-dimensional
surface. The sign of ωz reflects the sense of rotation and the decreasing amplitude
displays the decline of coherent rotatory migration as the colony grows.
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Figure 3.2.: A: Mean angular velocity of a typical colony (eq. 3.1) with decreasing
amplitude and oscillating sense of rotation (represented in the sign of ωz). B:
Correlation of mitosis density and change in angular velocity is significant for
about 4 rounds of cell divisions (green peaks), which is the number of clear zero-
crossings in A.
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Interestingly, the period of changes in the sense of rotation of the colony resembles
the cell cycle period in this density regime, i.e. 20 h, suggesting a possible causal
relation between the two.
By comparing the mitosis density and the temporal derivative of this colony angular
velocity, we find a strong correlation of these two parameters that lasts over several
generations (see Fig. 3.2 B). This indicates that as long as the mitosis density, i.e.
the fraction of cells that divide simultaneously, is suﬃciently high, an overthrow of
the collective migration pattern can occur. In the following section we will further
analyse the connection between cell divisions and direction changes in cell migration.
Fig. 3.3 shows the normalised squared colony angular velocity (in order to display
only its relative amount) and the normalised mitosis density, respectively, averaged
over 9 colonies after aligning the data by their logarithmic cell numbers used for
defining the generation number. After 7 generations, the colony is still located in
the free proliferation regime, i.e. ρ < 3 · 103 mm−2 (cf. Fig. 2.1, day 5). Therefore
the strong decrease of coherent angular velocity as shown in Fig. 3.3 A cannot be
explained by a general decrease in cellular motility, but seems to be due to less
correlation in the migration of the cell collective. The mitosis density plotted in
Fig. 3.3 B nicely confirms the significant overlap of mitoses belonging to diﬀerent
generations from a critical generation onward, which we calculated earlier to be
g∗ ≈ 6, 7 (cf. eq. 2.2).
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Figure 3.3.: Summary over 9 colonies, aligned according to generation numbers,
which are defined by the logarithmic cell number (1 generation =ˆ 20h). Mean
(line) and standard deviation (band) of squared colony angular velocity (A) and
mitosis density (B).
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3.3. Dissecting changes in direction
To better understand how cell migration changes during mitosis, we studied the
direction of migration and its angle between mother and daughter cells and between
two sister cells, respectively. Furthermore, we analysed the direction of migration
of two sister cells with respect to the division axis of the mitosis they arose from.
Finally, we measured the global orientation of division axes with respect to the whole
colony. The angles were calculated between pairs of vectors obtained by averaging
speed vectors over the first (for daughters) and last (for mothers) few time points
of tracked migratory paths.
We found a strong correlation in the migration directions of daughter cells. This
provides evidence that sister cells have a strong preference to migrate in parallel
along same tracks (Fig. 3.4 A). In contrast, migration directions of mother cells and
their respective daughter cells are uncorrelated (Fig. 3.4 B). This finding supports
the idea that cell division can interrupt previously established patterns of migration
and enable the emergence of new ones.
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Figure 3.4.: Angles between the migration directions of sister cell pairs (A) and
mother-daughter cell pairs (B). Sister cells preferentially migrate in parallel,
whereas the path of the mother cells is not preserved after mitosis.
Furthermore, we find a slight preference of the division axis to be aligned with
the migration direction of the mother cell (not shown) andß a slight preference of
daughter cells to begin their migration along the division axis of the mitosis that
generates them (see Fig. 3.5 B).
On the global level, the division axis is preferentially oriented tangential to the
colony border, consistent with the observation that cells tend to divide along their
migration direction.
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Figure 3.5.: Division axis orientation. A: Global orientation of division axes re-
spective the centre of the colony, preferentially tangential to the border of the
colony. B: Initial daughter migration preferentially along their division axis.
3.4. Conclusion
Our findings strongly support the idea that highly synchronous cell divisions, as they
occur in the low density regime of young MDCK colonies, can have a dramatic eﬀect
on collective migration patterns. If not drowned out by other mechanisms regulating
cellular behaviour, they lead to a disruption of previously established patterns of
migration, whereupon cells may adopt very diﬀerent directions of migration.
However, in tissue morphodynamics this most likely holds true only for the tempo-
rary phase of low density, high motility and regular proliferation, which by default
leads to its own arrest, i.e. higher density, less motility and the inhibition of prolif-
eration.
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4. Summary & Discussion
In this thesis we investigated cell cycle correlations in epithelial tissue development.
We characterised the proliferation behaviour of MDCK-2 cells as they grew from
low (ρ ≈ 1 103mm2 ) into high (ρ ≈ 11 10
3
mm2 ) cell densities. We observed that during
this process first the cellular motility starts to drop (overall from 20 µmh to 5
µm
h ),
followed by the decrease in proliferation due to contact inhibition of proliferation
(CIP), setting in at ρ ≈ 5, 5 103mm2 . Further we observed the emergence of domes at a
cell density of ρ ≈ 6, 5 103mm2 , reflecting a transition in biological function. We found
regular proliferation at low cell densities, i.e. for 1 103mm2 < ρ < 3
103
mm2 , describing a
Gaussian-distribution of cell cycle periods with a mean µ =20 h and a standard
deviation of σ =3 h. This behaviour was predicted by our model for free prolifera-
tion and confirmed experimentally. Moreover, our model predicted a stationary age
distribution for generations g >￿> 6,7. We found no significant asymmetries between
sister cells (dr ≈ 20% independent of cell density), but found that random cell pairs
exhibit increasingly diverse cycle periods as cell density increases. Furthermore,
we described the collective rotative migration behaviour of young, small colonies of
MDCK-2 cells. Their migration is correlated for about 6 generations, corresponding
to a cell number N = 64. At the same time, cell cycle correlations are diminished
so far, that diﬀerent generations are no longer separated by temporal clusters of mi-
toses, but intermingled. We observed that the collectively migrating colonies change
the sense of their rotation in correlation with the occurrence of highly synchronised
mitoses, indicating that cell divisions perturb the migration patterns. This hypothe-
sis was supported by the finding that motions of daughter cells are highly correlated,
whereas mother and daughter paths are completely uncorrelated.
Our measurement of CIP the MDCK-2 cells is consistent with earlier work by
Castor (1972), which showed that the decrease in cellular motility precedes the
decrease in proliferation in epithelial-like cell lines, cf. Fig. 3.1. For the onset of
CIP we found a critical cell area Ac ≈ 180µm2 (corresponding to the critical cell
density of ρ ≈ 5, 5 · 103mm2 , Fig. 2.1) which does not contradict Ac ≈ 200µm2, found
by Puliafito et al. (2012), provided that MDCK cells grow into diﬀerent densities
depending on the stiﬀness of the substrate. The decrease of motility from 20 to 5 µmh
is also in good agreement with Castor (1972), Petitjean et al. (2010) and Puliafito
et al. (2012).
Biologically, it would be interesting to correlate these phenomenological transitions
in physical parameters with molecular markers for mesenchymal and epithelial sig-
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nalling pathways, to show a connection between physical and biological phenotypes.
So far we can only rely on the emergence of domes as a read-out for a switch in
biological function (sec. 2.1).
The idea that freely proliferating cells follow an internal clock of finite precision is
supported by our observations of a growing MDCK colony over a few generations
until CIP sets in. A mutant cell line lacking the CIP phenotype will be informative
in the future to further test our model of free proliferation and compare it to the
results of Chiorino et al. (2001), e.g. in regard to the predicted steady state age
distribution.
Simple mathematical models of tissue growth often assume that cell divisions follow
a Poisson process of uncorrelated chance events [Lars Hufnagel, personal commu-
nication]. According to our findings, this is only appropriate where the width of a
distribution of division times approximately equals its mean, σ(T ) ≈ µ(T ), and in
situations where phenomena such as CIP do not play a significant role. In this case,
the age distribution would quickly become stationary and could be interpreted as
the probability distribution for future cell divisions, cf. Fig. 2.6.
We view the onset of CIP as a growth control feedback from the tissue scale, where
cell density is defined, to the sub-cellular scale, where the regulating pathways act
locally, cf. Shraiman (2005). The actual molecular mechanism, though, was not
addressed in this work.
A possible scenario is that the degree of synchronicity in cell cycles impacts on the
final cell density of a tissue. Since the restriction checkpoint is passed some hours
before cells divide, this would lead to an earlier inhibition of proliferation in cases
where neighbouring cells divided earlier. If, for instance, 100 cells are able to pass
the restriction point simultaneously, this might not happen if 50 of them doubled
earlier, therefore increased the density and potentially inhibited the passing of all the
rest, leading to a lower final cell number and therefore a lower cell density. However,
there is no evidence that such a diﬀerence in final density would have a biological
relevance. See sec. A.3 for a preliminary experiment related to this consideration.
Asymmetric cell divisions between sister cells, if at all they exist in MDCK-2 cells,
seem to have no significant impact on division times. Rather local cell density
or mechanic stresses felt by the cells via their mechanosensitive machineries are
expected to determine cell cycle regulation (at least in the absence of other regulating
mechanisms such as morphogen gradients). This way we explain the cell cycle
heterogeneities in Fig. 2.7, which resemble the CV in the inset of Fig. 2.2 B. Random
cell pairs, in contrast to sister cell pairs, are likely to reside in greater distances and
therefore in clusters of diﬀerent densities leading to diﬀerently regulated cell cycle
periods, see also Fig.A.2. This fits to an also occuring velocity heterogeneity as cell
density increases, as described by Angelini et al. (2011).
From the velocity correlation length for MDCK cells, which Petitjean et al. (2010)
measured to be 200µm, we can estimate a number of cells that are able to coordinate
their migrations. We measured a standard cell density of 103mm2 , which corresponds to
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a cell radius of 32µm. This means that in two dimensions 39 cells will have the ten-
dency to correlate their migrations, if they are as strongly coupled as MDCK cells.
This cell number is reached just after five generations of cell divisions, which ap-
proximately matches our observation of colony sizes when the colony stops rotating
(Fig. 3.3 A).
Our observation of collectively rotating MDCK cells on a free glass surface can be
compared to the setup of Huang et al. (2005), who analysed the rotations of pairs
of cells on micropatterned substrates. This study reports spontaneous changes in
the migratory direction dependent on the persistance time of the cells random-walk
behaviour, but independent of cell divisions, which appeared to be the determining
factor in our case. A future experiment to further investigate rotating colonies will
include an inhibitor of cell proliferation to test the hypothesis that it is mitosis that
causes the changes in direction of migration.
Considering the dramatic events occurring inside a cell during mitosis [Théry &
Bornens (2008)] it is no surprise that cells do not maintain their migration patterns
if not supported by neighbouring cells without ongoing mitosis. Solely because of
the multiple functions of the microtubule organising centre during cell migration
and cell division, these processes are unlikely to be independent of each other.
We conclude that cell cycle correlations in epithelial tissue morphogenesis have their
origin in cell cycle distributions with their mean value being much greater than their
width, µ(T ) >> σ(T ), and are desynchronised by two independent mechanisms.
One consists of a trivial broadening of mitosis distributions from one generation
to the next. The other one arises from a broadening of the cell cycle distribution
due to contact inhibition of proliferation at high cell density. We propose that
this desynchronisation of cell cycles facilitates the emergence of a regular epithelial
tissue.
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Fluorescent MDCK-2 cell line
For this work we used two diﬀerent fluorescently labelled subclones of the cell line
MDCK-2 (ATCC Number: CRL-2936):
MDCK-2 Fucci (clone 6a)
was produced by subsequent infection with pseudotyped HIV-1-derived lentivirus
encoding mAG-hGem(1-110) and mKO2-hCdt1(30-120), the two components of the
fluorescent ubiquitination-based cell cycle indicator Fucci (Fig. 5.1) [Méchali & Lutz-
mann (2008), Sakaue-Sawano et al. (2008)]. Both Fucci markers are expressed from
a human EF1alpha promoter. After infection, cells were clonally sorted by FACS
based on expression of the respective fluorescent signals, and were characterised by
live cell time-lapse imaging.
MDCK-2 H2B-mCherry (clone 2)
was generated as described above by infection with lentivirus encoding the human
histone 2B tagged with mCherry (H2B-mCherry) expressed from a human PGK
promoter.
Aside from its high contrast, Fucci also
exhibits several characteristics that make
it particularly well suited for studying cell-
cycle progression in a multicellular con-
text. For instance, because it relies upon
ubiquitin-mediated proteolysis rather
than transcriptional regulation, expres-
sion of Fucci can be driven by constitutive
promoters. Not only does this property
reduce the variability in protein expres-
sion levels often observed at different
developmental stages, it also facilitates
the generation of transgenic animals.
Thus, Fucci is a very attractive tool for
cell-cycle analysis during development.
To this end, the authors used transgenic
mice expressing mKO2-Cdt1(30/120) and
mAG-hGem(1/110) under the control of
the CAG promoter to visualize, in neural
tissues, the distribution of proliferating
neuronal progenitor cells and postmitotic
cells marked with bright red nuclei, a con-
sequence of mKO2-Cdt1(30/120) accu-
mulation after cell-cycle exit. Importantly,
because time-lapse imaging of live tissue
sections can be achieved over relatively
short time intervals using Fucci, the
migration patterns of individual neuronal
progenitors could be correlated with their
cell-cycle progression. Together, these
experiments demonstrate Fucci’s great
promise for studying the coordination of
the cell cycle and development.
Fucci also has the potential to signifi-
cantly enhance our understanding of the
molecular mechanisms governing cell-
cycle progression. For instance, because
the fluorescent chimaeras utilized by
Fucci are distributed exclusively in the
nucleus, this method is amenable to co-
imaging studies using fluorescent biosen-
sors designed to track signaling dynamics
in live cells (Zhang et al., 2002). This can
be accomplished either by excluding the
reporter from the nucleus or by utilizing
fluorescent protein variants with emission
spectra distinct from those of the Fucci
probes. The ability to simultaneously im-
age cell-cycle progression and signal-
transduction pathways inside living cells
will be vital to unraveling the spatiotempo-
ral dynamics underlying cell-cycle check-
point control mechanisms (Lukas et al.,
2004). Importantly, since Fucci provides
a means of easily distinguishing between
cells engaged in different stages of the
cell cycle, synchronization procedures
that may otherwise perturb the cellular
system are not necessary using this ap-
proach. This property can also facilitate
high-throughput analysis of cell-cycle
progression in RNAi- or small-molecule-
based screens. In this way, Fucci prom-
ises to play an integral part in the identifi-
cation of new cell-cycle regulators as well
as chemical biology tools for studying the
cell cycle.
Fucci, as a powerful tool to visualize
cell-cycle progression in living cells, lays
a foundation for studying the cell cycle in
a variety of cellular contexts. In particular,
its ability to mark the G1/S transition with
high contrast in transgenic animals opens
new and exciting avenues of research.
Moreover, the anticipated development
of complementary cell-cycle probes de-
signed to mark phase transitions other
than G1/S will further expand the appli-
cations of this innovative technology.
Together, these reporter systems promise
to provide unprecedented insights into
the regulation and coordination of cell-
cycle progression in many physiological
processes.
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Figure 1. Schematic Representation of the Fucci Technology
Fucci relies upon cell-cycle-dependent proteolysis of the ubiquitination oscillators Cdt1 and Geminin to
specifically mark the G1/S transition in living cells. During G1 phase, the nuclei of Fucci-expressing cells
appear red due to both the stabilization of mKO2-Cdt1(30/120) and ubiquitin-mediated proteolysis of
mAG-hGem(1/110). As cells transition from G1 to S phase, each chimera is stabilized to varying degrees,
resulting in nuclei with a yellowish hue. Once the cells have transitioned to S phase, mAG-hGem(1/110) is
stabilized and mKO2-Cdt1(30/120) is degraded, causing the nuclei of these cells to appear green. Green
fluorescence is maintained throughout S, G2, and M phases until the fluorescent signal is lost for a brief
period between M and G1 due to the simultaneous destruction of both probes.
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Figure 5.1.: Left: The concept of the fluorescent ubiquitination-based cell cycle
indicator (F cci) [Newman & Zhang (2008)]. Right: Typical MDCK-2 Fucci cells
imaged using our microscopic setup (see below). As indicated, four stages of the
cell cycle are separable.
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Cell culture
Cells were cultured using MEM growth medium, containing 90% (v/v) Minimum
essential medium (MEM, Sigma-Aldrich) and 10% (v/v) Fetal bovine serum (FBS,
A10109-0878, PAA), at 37◦C and 5% CO2 in 75 cm2 flasks (Greiner bio-one).
For live cell imaging, we used medium, containing 88% (v/v) MEM without phenol
red (Sigma-Aldrich) supplemented with 2,2 g/l NaHCO3, 10% (v/v) FBS, 1% (v/v)
200 mM L-Glutamine (Gibco) and 1% (v/v) P/S (Penicillin/Streptomycin 100x
solution, Sigma-Aldrich).
Imaging
Cells were seeded in 3,5 cm glass bottom dishes (WillCo) at densities of 102 to
105 cells per dish and mounted into a custom-made microscopy chamber for stable
gas conditions. The chemaber was sealed with Baysilone silicone paste (GE Bayer
Silicones), mounted onto the heated microscope and connected to the gas supply.
Imaging started about one day after seeding, so that cells at most had settled down
and started proliferation.
We used a UPlanApo 20x/NA0.70 objective (Olypus Deutschland) and the Andor
iQ software (V1.10.5, Andor Technology) at a customized microscope consisting
of an IX-81 microscope (Olympus Deutschland), an automated stage (Märzhäuser
Wetzlar), a spinning disc unit (Yokogawa Europe), and an iXon 3 897 EMCCD
camera (Andor Technology). For excitation, solid-state lasers emitting at 491 nm
and 562 nm were used.
Images were taken every 20 or 30 minutes for about one week in each case. The
medium was changed daily, as the freshness of the medium had a strong influence
on the motility of cells (sec. A.1).
Image analysis
Preprocessing of the microscopic images involved a maximum projection, since sev-
eral z-planes were taken to minimise the data lost due to cellular nuclei out of focus.
Several fields of view were stitched to enable the tracking of cells over several days.
Background was corrected by subtraction of the morphologically opened image from
the original one.
For image segmentaion we used the classification-based trainable image segmenta-
tion toolkit ilastik, developed by Sommer et al. (2011), followed by self-written
Matlab algorithms, to interpret the obtained probability maps for segment classes,
sizes, and positions. Fig. 5.2 shows typical data, training, and segmentation results.
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Figure 5.2.: Using the Ilastik toolkit [Sommer et al. (2011)] for trainable lo-
cal classification-based image segmentation. Left: Z-projected and background-
corrected MDCK-2 H2B data. Middle: Training for the classification of back-
ground (red), interphase (green) and mitotic nuclei (yellow). Right: Resul-
tant segmented nuclei belonging to interphase (green) or mitotic phase (yellow),
respectively.
Via voronoi tesselation of the segmented cells’ centre of masses [Honda (1978)] we
obtained an approximation for the corresponding cell areas. We calculated cellular
densities by taking the inverse of the mean cell area at every time point.
For an estimation of the cellular motilities, at first an optical flow field was calcu-
lated for each two succeeding images using an algorithm developed by Liu (2009).
Subsequently cells were tracked over time minimising the cost function φ, which
takes into account the centres of mass ￿r of nuclei i and j of two succeeding time-
points, flow field estimates ∆￿r, cell areas a and class probabilities p as obtained
from the segmentation process with scaling factors ca and cp:
φi,j = (￿ri +∆￿ri − ￿rj)2 + ca · (ai − aj)2 + cp · (pi − pj)2 (5.1)
Fig. 5.3 (top) shows single cell tracks for several time points on top of the MDCK-2
H2B data at low and at high cell density, respectively. Mother daughter cell rela-
tions (indicated by white bars) were assigned using a self-written semi-automated
graphical user interface in Matlab, from which we also obtained cell lineages (bot-
tom).
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Figure 5.3.: Top: Single cell tracks at low (left) and high (right) cell density on
top of the MDCK-2 H2B data. Positions at several time points are shown by the
coloured lines. Family relations are colour-coded. White bars indicate mitoses.
Bottom: Cell lineages at three diﬀerent densities with generations colour-coded.
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A.1. Medium sensitivity
To test for the medium sensitivity of the MDCK-2 cells, we measured their motility
at diﬀerent cell densities. Fig. A.1 shows that in case medium was renewed every
third day the motility drops already at lower densities, i.e. larger cell areas, due
to the degradation of some ingredients. A daily medium renewal ensured stable
conditions for cell motility and assumably also for the proliferation behaviour.
Figure A.1.: Medium sensitivity of cellular motility.
A daily medium renewal ensured stable conditions for cellular motility; in contrast,
a medium renewal only every third day leaded to decreased cellular motlility
already at lower cell densities, i.e. larger cell areas.
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A.2. Density fluctuations
The medium cell density regime of developing MDCK-2 colonies, i.e. 3 103mm2 < ρ <
7 103mm2 , is characterised by density heterogeneities. Fig.A.2 shows some preliminary
results demonstrating that in this regime we find clusters of diﬀerent densities. Cells
in a local environment of higher density are expected to have prolonged cell cycle
times. This explains the cell cycle diﬀerences as described in Fig. 2.7. In future
experiments the expression of molecular markers known to be associated with the
mesenchymal-epithelial transition should be correlated with local cell density to
prove our hypothesis that clusters of increased cell density display seeds of cell
diﬀerentiation.
Figure A.2.: Density heterogeneities. A: Segmented MDCK-2 center of masses
with cell area colour-coded (blue: small cell area, red: large cell area). Two
regions of interest of relatively low and relatively high cell density. B: Cell area
distributions of the regions selected in A. C: Temporal evolution of the mean
cell area of cells located in the regions selected in A. During the first 8 hours
they cross, afterwards both values shrink and converge towards a constant high
density. D: Kymograph of the tissue with cell areas colour-coded (red...blue =ˆA =
2000...100µm2=ˆρ = 0, 5...10 103mm2 ). We see the clustering in space and time of cells
having similar areas and how these converge towards a homogeneous high density.
Also the emergence of domes in the later third is apparent twice in simultaneously
arising red spots which reflect the fact that cells in the dome are not detected, so
that the neighbouring cells seems to have larger areas.
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A.3. Spatially constrained tissues
The motivation for this preliminary experiment was to use a mechanical constraint
to accelerate the process of CIP. For this we designed a PDMS membrane with holes
of diﬀerent diameters. The membrane was placed on a glass bottom dish. MDCK-2
Fucci cells were plated into the holes of available space at a density below confluence
and the usual imaging medium was applied. The Fucci cell cycle marker (Fig. 5.1)
allowed for a simple readout of cell proliferation on the tissue scale by counting the
fraction of cells in S/G2/M phase.
Interestingly, cells in wells having a diameter of 400µm and smaller appeared to go
into CIP faster, i.e. at lower cell densities, compared to the cells of unconstrained
colonies (Fig.A.3).
Figure A.3.: Wellsize-dependent proliferation behaviour.
Left: Schematic experimental setup based on diﬀerent scales estimating cell diam-
eter, correlation length, and critical colony size expected to resemble the uncon-
strained situation. Right: Preliminary results showing the cell density-dependent
proliferation behaviour of colonies in wells of diﬀerent diameters. Cells in wells
having a diameter of 400µm and smaller show an increased CIP already at lower
cell densities.
Possible explanations for the obseved phenomenon include diﬀerences in the mechan-
ical environment due to the diﬀerent ratio of border to area or simply an artefact due
to the suboptimal performance of the experimental setup. Furthermore an influence
of cell cycle correlations on this phenomenon can not be excluded.
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